Solvent Effects on Optical Rotation: On the Balance between Hydrogen Bonding and Shifts in Dihedral Angles.
Optical rotations of several conformers of four fluorinated molecules containing the 1-naphthalene or 4-(benzyloxy)phenyl group at the stereocenter have been calculated both in the gas phase and in an aqueous environment. For the compounds containing the 4-(benzyloxy)phenyl group, solvent effects on the optical rotations have also been investigated in chloroform as solvent. Optical rotations have been obtained by time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) with the CAM-B3LYP functional and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set at λ = 589 nm. Implicit and explicit solvent effects were investigated through the polarizable continuum model (PCM) and a microsolvation approach in conjunction with PCM, respectively. In the latter model, solvent molecules are considered as an explicit solvent and their positions are obtained by geometry optimizations for different conformers of the chiral molecule. For molecules containing the 1-naphthalene group, this model gives the same optical rotation signs for all conformers as compared to both gas phase and PCM results and reduces absolute deviations between calculations and experiment. Also, the microsolvation model reproduces the sign of the experimental optical rotations for the molecules containing the 4-(benzyloxy)phenyl group using both water and chloroform as solvent. In a microsolvation model, however, the water and chloroform solvent molecules have similar hydrogen bonds but different effects on the conformation and thereby on the optical rotation since one dihedral angle, having a large effect on the optical rotation, is strongly sensitive to hydrogen bonding to water but not to chloroform. Our investigations demonstrate that a microsolvation approach in conjunction with PCM predicts optical rotations in reasonable agreements with experiments for both sign and magnitude.